
At War in the Americas 
 

A Volley and Bayonet Division Level Game 

I:  SEQUENCE OF PLAY 
The game is played in a series of turns, with each turn 

representing 15 minutes. The turn is divided into three 

phases: 

    A: Discard & Replenish Fog of War Cards 
       a: Each player can discard and refill their 

             hand to a maximum of two (2) cards 

   B:  British Player Phase 
           a:    Determine Command for British units 

           b:   Movement of British stands 

           c:   Rally any routed British stands 

           d:   Morale Checks for both sides 

           e:   British player determines order of combat 

           f: All combat is carried out 

           g:   Check Morale Collapse for both sides 

   C:   American Player Phase 
           a:    Determine Command for American units 

           b:   Movement of American stands 

           c:   Rally any routed American stands  

           d:   Morale Checks for both sides 

           e:  American player determines order of combat 

           f:   All combat is carried out 

           g:   Check Morale Collapse for both sides 
 

 

II: STAND TYPES 
      There are five different types of stands which 

serve in the game: 

    Command Stands: These are mounted on round 

bases and show the command structure for each side.  

   Infantry Stands: Infantry stands are on rectangular 

sized stands, and represent troops trained to fight in 

linear formation. These stands have the ability to go 

“stationary” and increase their combat strength. 

    Detachment Stands: These “half” stands are on 

square bases and represent formations that lack the 

depth to stand in the line of battle, or which are 

trained to function as skirmishers. These stands do 

NOT have the ability to go “stationary. Detachments 

which are serving as skirmishers can NOT voluntarily 

enter into melee. 

    Artillery Stands: These stands are mounted on 

rectangular stands and do have the ability to go 

“stationary”. However if unlimbered their combat 

power is only to their front, while if limbered (in road 

march) the stand has no combat value. 

   Mounted Stands: Mounted stands are mounted on 

rectangular sized stands, and represent troops trained 

to move or fight while mounted. These stands may NOT 

fire while mounted, though they can engage in melee. 

Some units have the ability to dismount and serve on 

foot as detachments. 

III: SPECIAL TAGS 
 

      Some stands have tags to show special abilities. The tags 

are as follows: 
 

  Green Dot = Sharpshooters – effects fire only 

  Red Dot = Shock – effects offensive melee only 

  Yellow Dot = Poorly Drilled – effects movement   

         and combat 

 

 IV:  COMMAND AND CONTROL 
    Stands within 6” of a superior officer at the start 

of a turn are considered in command. A superior 

commander is defined either as a formations own Unit 

Commander (UC), or a commander above it in the chain 

of command such as a Brigade Commander, Wing 

Commander or Army Commander. (Superior officers 

usually have two or more mounted figures on a stand, 

while unit commanders have one mounted figure or one 

or two foot figures.)  

     A side’s Army Commander is superior to all stands in 

a given army. A wing commander can command any 

stand assigned to its wing, but not stands assigned to a 

different wing at the start of the game. Likewise a 

brigade commander is superior to all stands of his 

brigade, but may not command stands of a different 

brigade. A formation’s Unit Commander (UC) can only 

be used to put that formations stands in command. A 

UC can never be used to put stands of other 

formations into command. 

      Exception: Any artillery stand is in command if it 
is within command range of any commander of its side. 
      If any one stand of a unit is in command, all other 

stands of that unit which are physically adjacent to 

that stand, or are physically connected by other stands 

of that unit to that stand, are also considered in 

command. Stands on skirmish stand bases use the 

skirmish base to determine command, and not the 

actual stand. 

      Stands not in command at the start of a turn will 

suffer all of the following effects if they move during 

the Movement Phase: 

 

       They may only move half of their total movement            

allowance, will be placed in disorder if they move and 

may NEVER move toward a visible enemy unit 
 

        They may not recover from disorder 
 

        They may not go stationary. (If already stationary 

they do not lose that status. However if out of 

command. their free facing counts as movement, so 

they would lose that status.) 
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V:  MOVEMENT 
    Stands move at the following rates: 
 

              Type              Movement Rate 
 

   Poorly Drilled or Slow Infantry                     12” 

   Regular Infantry                                           16” 

   Light Dragoons /Mounted Infantry               24” 

   Light Artillery                12” 

   Field Artillery/Pack Transport                       8” 

   Heavy Artillery/Wheeled Transport              4” 

   Commanders                                                 24” 
 

               Special Movement Cases 
 

Facing: All stands unless marked as poorly drilled get a free 

facing during their movement. Unless the stand is engaged in a 

charge against an enemy unit, this facing can be used at any 

point in the stand’s movement and can be up to 180°. A second 

facing change, also of up to 180° can be made in the same 

turn, but at a cost of 50% (half) of the stands listed 

movement. 

Oblique Movement: A stand may oblique up to 45° left or 

right of its original facing without paying any additional costs. 

Carrying about an oblique of more than 45° will count as a 

change of facing. 

Charges: Any stand which is attempting to charge an enemy 

unit and engage in melee must change it’s facing at the start 

of its movement, and then move directly towards the target 

stand. A unit engaged in charging an enemy may not make a 

second change of facing during its turn. 

Poorly Drilled Troops: Troops which are marked as 

poorly trained move at a slower rate. In addition, they do not 

get the free facing as part of their movement. Any change of 

facing, up to 180° costs 50% (half) of the stands listed 

movement. The stand may make a second facing during its 

turn, but at the cost of putting the stand into disorder. 

Disorder: For a stand to recover from disorder (yellow 

marker), a stand must spend 50% (half) of the stands listed 

movement. A stand may recover from disorder either at the 

start of its movement, or the end of its movement, but can 

not recover from disorder if in contact with an enemy stand. 

Road March: Stands may use Road March which allows 

their movement to be tripled on a road, and doubled if moving 

cross country. Stands may freely enter into road march, but it 

takes 50% (half) of a stands movement rate to recover from 

road march. Stands recovering from road march can not be in 

contact with the enemy. When reforming from road 

march, all stands get a free change of facing. 

     Stands in Road March need a spacer behind each 

stand to show that they are in road march. While in 

road march, stands have no combat value. On the turn 

that stands recover from Road March they may engage 

in combat by either fire or melee. 

Artillery: Artillery stands normally move in combat order 

which allows them to move and fire. If they wish to move as 

limbered artillery at a faster speed, consider them as being in 

road march and use the road march movement rules.  

V: Movement (Continued)  

Mounting/Dismounting: For troops to change from 

mounted to dismounted status, or vice versa, the cost of 

changing status is equal to 50% of the stands normal 

movement. 

Skirmishers: Detachments may freely enter into 

skirmisher order without cost. However the cost to reform 

from skirmish order into a detachment costs 50% of the 

stands normal movement.  

Detachments and Infantry: Detachments may freely 

reform as infantry stands under the following conditions: The 

stands which form must meet the following criteria: 
 

1.   They must be of the same parent formation; 

2.      They must use 50% of their movement to reform; 

3.      They must already be adjacent to the stand that 

         they are forming up with;  
 

Once formed, they act as an infantry stand. They may freely 

break into detachments on any following turn without cost. 

Native Americans: Native American stands do not pay 

any costs when moving from skirmisher prior to entering into 

melee. However they must check morale, and if they fail they 

remain in skirmisher order. 

Stationary: Infantry stands (NOT detachments) and 

artillery stands may go stationary if they are in command. To 

do so, the stands may not move, not recover from disorder, 

nor recover from Road March. If not considered Poorly 

Drilled, they may take a free facing without being considered 

as having moved. Stands marked as stationary will get a bonus 

in combat. 

Terrain Costs 
 

Woods: Command stands and infantry may move 

through a wooded area at no cost. Mounted units, 

artillery units, and pack transport moving through a 

woods pay 2” of movement for every 1” actually moved. 

Wagons pay 4” per 1” actually moved. 

Streams: The cost of crossing a stream is 50% of a stand’s 

movement. In addition, stands attacking across a stream are 

considered disordered if the far bank is defended by an 

enemy unit. If a stream is considered marshy banked, 

artillery, mounted troops, and transport may not cross except 

at a ford or bridge. Commanders may cross a marshy banked 

stream as infantry. 

Forests, Thickets and Swamps: The cost of moving 

through a forest, swamp or thicket for foot troops and 

commanders is 2” per 1” moved. Non skirmish stands are 

considered disordered in such terrain and may not go 

stationary or remove from disorder while in such terrain. In 

addition, mounted stands, artillery, pack transport and 

wheeled vehicles may not enter such an area. 

Works: The cost of crossing fortified works is 50% of the 

units movement for infantry and commanders, Stands entering 

the works are considered as disordered, Artillery or mounted 

troops can not enter works unless a path is cleared or exists. 

.  
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V: Movement (Continued) 
 

Camp or Farmyard: The cost of moving through a camp 

or farmyard is 2” per 1” moved for all troop types.  

 Fences and Hedges: The cost of moving crossing a 

fence or hedge is 2” for infantry stands and commanders and 

4” for artillery and mounted units. 

         Non disordered mounted stands attempting to cross a 

fence in order to enter into melee must check for disorder. 

To avoid disorder a stand must roll less then its current 

morale on a D6. Stands rated as poorly drilled add one to this 

die roll. Stands which are already disordered do not need to 

check for crossing a fence. 

 

VI: RALLY 
      Stands which have suffered the effects of a rout are 

marked with both a red and yellow disorder marker. To rally 

such a routed stand, the following must be done:. 

      The routed stand must be in physical contact with a senior 

commander to which it is subordinate to in the chain of 

command. It might be possible to place a command stand in a 

manner that would allow it to be rally more then one stand at a 

time. 

     The rallied stand may make a free change of facing at this 

time, but no other movement may be made. The yellow 

disorder marker is removed at this time, but the red 

(permanently disordered) marker remains on the stand and 

can NEVER be removed. 

      Note that Unit Commanders may NEVER rally a routed 

stands. 

 

VII: MORALE 
     Stands must check morale under the following conditions: 
 

     A: They are about to be engaged in melee by an enemy 

stand, 

     B: They are within the danger zone of enemy artillery, 
 

     The danger zone is defined as being within the short range 

of the artillery piece in question, and directly down a line 

indicated by the direction that the barrel of the weapon is 

pointing, and 2” to either side of that line. 
          

      C: They are a Native American stand attempting to move 

from skirmish order to being “formed” so they can enter 

melee. 

 

To pass a morale check, roll a D6 for equal to or less then the 

stands modified morale level. The basic morale number is 

listed on the stand, and is modified by all of the following that 

apply: 
 

          Condition                 Modifier 
    Stationary Infantry or Artillery  

            defending higher ground                  +1 

     Meleeing enemy unit in flank or rear     +1 

     Superior commander (not UC) attached 

            to the unit                              +1 

VII: Morale (Continued) 

     Meleeing skirmishers                  +1 
     Infantry or Artillery defending Works     +1 

     Attacking units in road column                  +1 

     Unsupported artillery being meleed                       -1 

     Stand is disordered                                  -1 

     Meleeing artillery from front                    -1 

     Infantry meleed by mounted units            -1 

     Meleed from the flank                              -2 

     Meleed while in road column                      -2 

    Meleed while already routed                     -3 
 

     Stands which roll a number equal to or less then their 

morale on a D6 pass their morale. Stands that fail to roll the 

needed number incur the following effects: 

     Stands that are not disordered are now considered 

disordered, and are given a yellow marker to indicate that 

fact. Stands attempting to move into melee continue to do so 

and any melee will be fought in the following sub phase. 

     Stands which are already disordered must rout, and are 

given a red (permanent) disorder marker. They must move one 

full turn to the rear directly away from the enemy unit which 

caused the morale check, and will disorder any friendly stand 

that they move through in the first half of their movement. 

They ignore all terrain effects and lose 1 SP per stand as part 

of this rout. In addition, artillery stands which rout abandon 

their weapons and move as infantry. 

     Routed stands which fail morale are removed from play. 
 

Breakthroughs 
 

     If a stand which is attempting to melee an enemy stand has 

its target rout as the result of a morale check, it may carry 

out a breakthrough. Note that any and all breakthroughs are 

carried out in the morale sub phase before any combat is 

done. 

     A breakthrough allows a stand to do one of the following: 
 

1. It may either occupy the enemy position and face itself as 

wished, and carry out fire attacks if possible in the following 

combat sub phase; 

2. It may face and move up to one half turn toward a visible 

enemy unit and attempt to engage it in melee. Poorly drilled 

troops carrying out a breakthrough are automatically 

disordered.  Morale checks are carried out as before and a 

melee may be fought in the following combat sub phase. 
 

     If that target stand were to rout as well, the stand may 

carry out another breakthrough. However any additional 

movement by the stand carrying out the breakthrough will 

automatically disorder the stand. 
 

Native American Morale Checks:  
 Normally, stands which attempt to close into melee which 

fail morale are marked as disordered and continue their 

charge. Native American stands which attempt to enter into 

melee and which fail their morale check are not marked as 

being disordered, and do not enter into melee. Rather they 

stop halfway to their intended target and deploy as 

skirmishers. They can if wished engage in fire combat. 

 
 

VII: Morale (Continued) 
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 In addition, Native American stands which are attacked by 

mounted troops and which are disordered, either from morale 

failure or from exhaustion are considered as eliminated and 

removed from play. This does count as a cavalry breakthrough 

move, and the mounted troops change facing and move up to 

12”, but are considered as disordered at the end of their 

movement. 
 

VIII: COMBAT 
     The order of all combat operations is always decided by 

the attacker. Stands roll the following number of dice for 

combat: 
 

Regular Infantry Stands roll three (3) dice in melee and 

three (3) dice in fire. If the stand is stationary, it will 

roll five (5) dice in melee and five (5) dice in melee. 

Poorly Drilled Infantry Stands roll two (2) dice in melee and 

two (2) dice in fire. If the infantry regiment is 

stationary, it will roll four (4) dice in melee and four (4) 

dice in melee. 

Infantry Detachments roll one (1) die in melee and in fire. 

They may never go stationary. 

Artillery Stands in combat to their front roll one (1) die in 

melee and one (1) die in fire. They may go stationary in 

which case they roll two (2) dice in melee and two (2) dice 

in fire.  

Mounted Light Dragoon Stands roll two (2) dice in melee. 

They may not fire while mounted, but if meleeing a 

disordered unit count as being shock. 

Mounted Infantry Stands roll two (2) dice in melee but are 

always considered as disordered. They may not fire while 

mounted. 
 

     Stands in combat use the following hit numbers. 
 

Unit Type                    Ranges/ Hit Numbers 
                                 Melee/Close      Long 

Infantry (Musket) 0(6) 8”(6) 

Infantry (Rifle) 0”(6) 12”(6) 

Native Americans 0”(6) 6”(0)       

Light Artillery (3-4lb guns) 12”(5-6) 48”(6) 

Field Artillery (6-9lb guns) 16” (4-6) 64 (6) 

Field Howitzers (5.5”-6”) 12” (5-6) 64” (6) 

Heavy Artillery (12lb guns) 20” (4-6) 80” (6) 

 
Stands marked as sharpshooters add one to the needed 

number when engaged in fire combat. 

Stands marked as shock add one to the needed number when 

engaged in offensive melee combat. 
 

Saves: 
After all die rolls for hits are made, then saves are rolled 

for by stands under any of the following conditions. Note that 

a stand may get more than one attempt to save per hit if more 

than one condition appears. 
 

Stands in skirmisher order from any hits from fire 

Infantry in woods from any hits by small arms 

VIII Combat: Continued 

 
Artillery and infantry in works from any hits by fire or melee 

Artillery from hits at long range by fire from light or field 

guns 

All stands from any hits by disordered stands 

Mounted stands which elect to “retreat” six (6) inches per hit 

from fire. 
 

Melee Results 
 

Melees are won inflicting more hits on the enemy that were 

inflicted by the enemy. However if either side suffers the 

loss of all of the SP’s that were engaged in the melee, it 

automatically has lost the melee. If the number of hits 

inflicted are the same, then a roll off is made with each sides 

best modified morale added to the roll of a single die, with 

the high side winning the melee. 

The following results are inflicted on the side that lost the 

melee:               

       Stands that are not disordered are now considered 

disordered, and are given a yellow marker to indicate that 

fact. They will move one half turn directly away from the 

enemy stands which won the melee ignoring all terrain costs, 

They will disorder any friendly stands they pass through in 

the first 4” of their movement, and if forced into disordering 

terrain will suffer any additional morale effects. Artillery 

stands which lose a melee and are disordered will take their 

weapons with them unless they are emplaced in works, in which 

case they will abandon them. 

    Stands which are already disordered must rout, and are 

given an additional disorder marker either red of yellow, 

depending on which they lack at the time. They must move one 

full turn to the rear directly away from the enemy stands 

which won the melee ignoring all terrain costs, and will 

disorder any friendly stand that they move through in the 

first half of their movement. They suffer the loss of 1 SP per 

stand as part of this rout. In addition, artillery stands which 

rout abandon their weapons and move as infantry. 

     Routed stands which fail to win a melee are treated as if 

they have routed, but are removed from play after all routing 

movement is done. 
 

 

IX MORALE COLLAPE 
     Once a unit has become exhausted, keep track of the 

number of hits inflicted on the unit each combat sub phase 

including the first sub phase that it goes exhausted. Roll a die 

each sub phase for BETTER then the number of hits taken 

this sub phase to avoid a morale collapse. If the number rolled 

is equal to or less than the number of hits, a morale collapse 

has occurred on the unit in question. 

     All stands which are part of the unit in good order will be 

given a permanent (red) morale. All stands already disordered 

will rout, with all movement effects and loss of an SP. All 

routed stands are removed from play. 


